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KeepTheFaith 12d ago 

Watch out here comes crazy. My brain damaged self immediately thought up some scenario 

where they become soldiers- 10 foot tall that can spin webs and grow more limbs as needed- 

silly rabbits what comes next?

Stephen Yantorn 12d ago 

mess with natural evolution of living things will probably bring down mankind. we'll make 

something that will get out of control.

DARKMATTER115 12d ago 

Not wrong if it helps save lives. Limb and organ replacement, help paraplegic walk when not 

possible.

Spade ♠  12d ago 

The last time someone conducted an experiment, it shut the world down for two years and 

killed millions of people. 

Clarice Breithaupt Hollingsworth 11d ago 

Ok Iʼm not sure how I feel about this .. Iʼm a nurse but I think some things are meant to be left 

alone .

Brian Morgan 9d ago 

Colossians 2:8
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Brian Morgan 9d ago 

Gors to show the media will print anything they can to damage reality and make things more 

weird than they are already.

Danny Bieber 9d ago 

creepy!

Guest 10d ago 

You realize this is not real, it is a science fiction story?

Guest 10d ago 

Hilarious! Popular Mechanics just picked up on this "story" HAhahaha.... 6 years after the hoax.

Feline Divinity 11d ago 

Looks like a.. Robot Chicken!

Julian Campbell 11d ago 

sex bots here we come

LibraGirl1011 11d ago 

Sickening!

Augie 11d ago 

Is this what CERN brought through. 

Kawaii Cube 11d ago 

Human extinction is inevitable unless we can invent deep travel into space to explore new 

world 



Patrick Moran 11d ago 

hopefully they won't be rejected by the host recipient's

skunk weed 12d ago 

a talented biologist, a doctor Frankenstein

Allen Cobb 12d ago 

Maybe your monster will come into your bedroom while you sleep n poof.

spyder 12d ago 

These people are playing God, and that's not a good thing.

GENGHIS KHAN JR. III 12d ago 

Frankenstein 

Julia Oxenreider 12d ago 

raw bacon n chicken wings

Purplewings 12d ago 

How old is this article? It says..."expects to print a working liver by 2014."

Fvck_Libertards 12d ago 

New age liberals in their natural state


